A region to collect with #ilPassaporto. Learn more at passaporto.in-lombardia.it/en

A journey through biodiversity to reconnect with nature.

Over 70 High Altitude Destinations
Your own slice of heaven among the clouds, in summer or winter.

11 Cult City
11 Cities of Art to visit one after the other.
On the hunt for extraordinary beauty on a human scale > cultly.in-lombardia.it

11 Historical and Religious Walks
Experience the landscapes as a dimension of the soul > splendid.in-lombardia.it

19 Historical and Religious Walks

GETTING AROUND BY TRAIN
With Trenord and "Io Viaggio in Lombar
dia" > trenord.it

12 Roads of Wine and Flavours of Lombardy
Culinary excellence between tradition and passion > sapore.in-lombardia.it

4 Great Lakes
Fresh water paradises for relaxation, sport, or fun.

Getting around by plane
Flights to and from Milano Malpensa, Milano Linate, Bergamo Orio al Serio, Brescia Mantova.

4 Capital of Fashion and Design
The Duomo, The Last Supper, skyscrapers, and the Navigli. For those who love fashion, design, art, and innovation... Milan is always the place to start.

14 Thermal Spas
Relaxing breaks at high altitudes or lakeside.

2,500 km Cycling Paths
Discovering a destination in the open air. With friends and family > info.in-lombardia.it

4 Roads of Wine and Flavours of Lombardy
Culinary excellence between tradition and passion > sapore.in-lombardia.it

Getting around by boat
Navigating the Navigli and the Grigna. For those who love a slower pace... get on board and drift away.

14 Great Lakes
Enjoying the lakes: 4 Great Lakes in Lombardy for family days out, sport, or fun.

Small gems between history, art, flavour, and nature. By foot, bike, or boat.

A stamp for each experience. Discover how and where to pick up your free Passport > passaporto.in-lombardia.it/en

Travel #inLombardia